Aspects Concerning the Automation of the Mechanical Expansion Process for Large Welded Pipes
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Abstract - The paper presents new solutions in the field of the expansion process automation and control for longitudinally welded pipes. The mechanical expansion is a dimensional calibration technology process frequently encountered in the manufacturing this type of pipes, where forces between 600 and 1200 tf, as well as positioning precision in the range of tenths of mm, must be accurately controlled. The assembly of the electro-hydraulic automation and expansion process control includes dedicated measurement systems to achieve the technical parameters prescribed and to protect efficiently the technology assembly components.
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1 Introduction
The mechanical expander is complex equipment composed of the following main subassemblies: hydraulic traction cylinder, support column and traction head, expansion head, pipe support and traction mechanisms –figure 1, [1], [2], [3]. The classical automation variant, using a PLC, has hardware and software structure of the type presented in figure 2, [4], [5]. The application is constructed on the platform of a programmable logic controller, connected in a PROFIBUS network with the data concentrators, the sensors and the actuators of the automation assembly, and connected through ETHERNET network to the process-operator interface console (HMI). This variant has serious limitations both in terms of performance of the electro-hydraulic position adjustment, with the subordinated adjustment of the force, as well as
regarding the analogic variables and their reactions in the process.

The requirements imposed by the expansion of high-strength steels X80, X100 and in the immediate perspective X120, as well as the increase of the wall thickness up to 50 mm have determined the modification of the entire solution, both hardware and software [6], [7].

The new approach has determined the creation of dedicated measurement systems allowing for the automated acquisition, online, of the main pipe parameters before and after expansion. Previously, all these values were obtained through manual measurements taken by polling by the production or inspection personnel in the plant. The research in this field materialized in the design, execution and experimenting of automated measurement systems for the following pipe parameters:
- Outer diameter;
- Cross-section ovality and polygonal shape;
- Linearity;
- Wall thickness;
- Expansion tool temperatures.

A block diagram of the system is presented in Figure 3. The new solution brings improvements both on the hardware and the software parts of the system. The hardware part is represented by an industrial PC platform, connected to the process through PROFIBUS network for non-time-critical signals, and connected directly through fiber optics to the sensors and actuators whose reading and command, respectively, must be achieved extremely fast – such as in the case of positions and forces.

A programming environment was selected – LogiCAD, which besides facilities allows the dynamic allocation of the process task priorities [8]. The system is completed by a real-time signal acquisition and analysis assembly, also on a PC platform - equipped with the ibaPDA acquisition and analysis software [9]. LogiCAD is a high-performance programming environment for industrial automation. Programming is done within a graphic editor, based on IEC 61131-3 applicable for automation elements and structures. Graphical programming allows the elaboration of programs in PLC representation, which are not connected specifically to any certain hardware or manufacturer. LogiCAD offers two testing possibilities: „On-line” testing – OLT and „Off-line” Simulation – OLS.

---

Fig. 1 The mechanical expander

Fig. 2 Initial automation block diagram

Fig. 3 Automation block diagram

2 The structure of the new automation assembly

This new approach has determined the creation of dedicated measurement systems allowing for the automated acquisition, online, of the main pipe parameters before and after expansion. Previously, all these values were obtained through manual measurements taken by polling by the production or inspection personnel in the plant. The research in this
Figure 4 presents the LogiCAD windows for „Off-line” Simulation. The difference consists in the fact that the „off-line” simulation is done directly in the workstation (the computer on which the programming was done), while the „on-line” testing is done on the target system.

The basic software package has been completed with a high-performance system for the acquisition, recording and analysis of process data. The ibaPDA is a hardware/software system sensing and analyzing the measurement values and is built on a PC platform. It consists of decentralized hardware components for the process signal detection, connections through fiber optics or other means for example PROFIBUS-DP, removable cards for PCs, as well as from an „on-line“ recording software and an „off-line“ analysis software.

The measurement data detected are stored as files, and they can be evaluated with the help of the iba analyzer (see figure 5).

The adjustment module nucleus is formed from a PI regulator, which can operate as P, I or PI regulator.

The following adjustment concepts were retained:

- Adjustment: position, force, position with the subordinated adjustment of the force;
- Command: direct servo-command, acceleration and braking depending on the stroke;
- Auto-adaptive properties of the module:

Figure 6 presents the diagram of the regulator for position adjustment with the subordinated adjustment of
force, a representative function of the mechanical expansion automation.

Figure 7 presents the integration diagram of the new auto-adaptive driver module for hydraulic positioning in LogiCAD representation. The old and the new automation systems were presented, the designing and execution of dedicated measurement systems for the main technology process parameters, as well as the designing of new hardware-software automation structures capable of managing in real time the above-mentioned parameters.
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